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Abstract
The intrinsic motivation, _spelling performance,
and perceived competence of students with learning
.. disabilities was examined •.

Eight students with

learning disabilities decided which and how many words
they would attempt on weekly spelling test.s and chose
the practice activity they would complete each day.
Each student -set a goal of how many of the words
attempted would be correct on the spelling test (i. e.,
. perceived competence).

ll�rter' s. S9ale of . In,:trinsic.

Versus Extrinsic o_ri�ntatio:g. in t�e Classroom
.administered. as a pretest .and posttest.

was

No significant

difference in mean scores was found on the Harter
scale. ·Average spelling tes.t.scores, however,
increased during .the intervention phase.

The perceived

competence of some.. s.ubjects also increased.
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The Effects of Goal Setting and Task
Selection on Perceived Competence,
Intrinsic Motivation, and Spelling-Performance
. of a Group of Students with Learning Disabilities
According to researchers, self-directed,
intrinsically motivated learning is the ideal modeL for
education (Deci, Sheinnman, Schwartz, & Ryan, 1981).
Authorities suggest that when students learn out of
curiosity and the desire for challenge, they are more
satisfied with learning and more involved in learning
and are, therefore, more capable of integrating the
.learned material· (Bruner, 1962).

The extent to which

students motivationally, metacognitively, and
behaviorally regulate their own process of learning
det·ermines. academic sel £-regulation (Zimmerman, 1986,
1990).

Learners who are self-regulated are

char�cterized by their intrinsic orientation,
performance, and their self-:-motivative capabilities
(Zimmerman, Bandura, & Montinez-Pons, 1992).

Reeve and

Loper (1983) state that students exhibiting an
intrinsic orientation are expected to be curious, enjoy
a challenge, figure out problems independently and know
what their performance has been even before being
evalµated by the teacher.
in their learning process.

They are, in short, involved
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These characteristics of intrinsic orientation
seem to be lacking in students identified as· having
learning· disabilities.

Students with learning

disabilities express greater dissatisfaction with their
school experiences than students without learning
disabilities {Deshler, Schumaker, Alley, Warner, &
Clark, 1980).

Bryan, Sonnefeld, and Grabowski {1983)

believe that children with learning disabilities tend
to be motivated to avoid failure, and to be overly
sensitive and concerned about evaluations.

Students

with learning disabilities are often unwilling to
attempt tasks and may not work up to their full
potential (Thomas, 1979).

Licht (1983) states that the

lack of effort of these children results in a level of
performance which do�a not display the full
capabilities they may have.

When students with

learning disabilities confront challenging tasks, they
exhibit motivational problems often characterized by
off-task behavior and a lack of persistence (Bryan,
1974; Bryan & *heeler, 1972; Butowsky & Willows, 1980;
Forness & Esveldt, 1975; McKinney, McClure, & Feagans,
1982). Licht {1983) suggests that these motivational
problems may be due to lear.ning difficulties that the
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students may have' experienced during their·first years
of school.

The failures of these early years result in

students doubting

that anything they·can do can help

them to improve their achievement.

Therefore, the

achievement of the student with learning disabiities
decreases.

Studies have indicated that students with

learning disabilities have a more external orientation
for successful academic experiences than normal
achievers (Chapman & Boersma, 1979, Pearl, Bryan, &
Donahue, 1980).
Unless students with learning disabilities are
motivated to do well, they will have no way of knowing
what their capabilities are (Adelman, 1978).

Adelman

and Taylor (1982) state that teachers should not only
concentrate on increasing motivation but must also
avoid practices which decrease motivation.

By relying

too heavily on extrinsics to entice and to reward,
teachers may unwittingly decrease intrinsic motivation.
According to Adelman and Taylor (1982), the objective
of motivational interventions is to enhance the
students' perception that learning is worthwhile.

This

particularly includ•s feelings and cognitions related
to competence, personal valuing, commitment, personal
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choice and responsibility, effectiveness, and self
determination.

All of these elements enhance intrinsic

motivation (Adelman & Taylor, 1982).
Harter (1982) has suggested that if children
perceive themselves to be competent in relation to the
material covered in their classes, they are more apt to
. learn the material because. they are more likely to be
intrinsically motivated.

By de�el-0ping feelings of

competence and self-determination within the student,
the student's intrinsic�motivation will be enhanced
(Deci, 1975).

Motivation is sustained and skill

development fostered when there are feelings of self
efficacy (Schunk, 1983).
Learners who are self-regulated direct their
processes of learning and success by setting goals for
themselves (Bandura, 1989, & Schunk, 1990), by applying
appropriate strategies to achieve their goals
(Zimmerman, 1989), and by enlisting self-regulative
influences that motivate and guide their efforts
(Bandura & Cervone 1983, 1986).

The perceived self

efficacy of students influences their perceived self
efficacy for academic achievement, and their efficacy
should influence their personal goals and grade
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achievement (Zimmerman et. al., 1992).

Schunk (1983)

states that self-efficacy is further validated when
goal attainment, or even a close approximation to goal
attainment, occurs..

When no goals are present, there

may be self-doubt, which does not promote skills or
self�efficacy.

Children are less-sure about their

capabilities because they do not have a standard
against which to measure their �erformance (Schunk,
1984).
Motivation can be enhanced by students themselves
setting a criterion of performance they wish to attain
by comparing a present performance with a standard
which is desired (Bandura, 1977).

Goals that are more

proximal have been shown to instill a greater initial
sense of self-efficacy for achievement than distal
goals.

This self-efficacy is substantiated later, as

the children observe their progress toward the goal
(Schunk, 1984).

When goals incorporate specific

standards of performance, they lead to higher
p�rformance than goals that are general (Locke, 1968,
Locke, Shaw, Saare, & Latham, 1981).
Schunk (1985) demonstrated that when children set
their own goals they display h1:gher skills and self-
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efficacy than children with assigned goals.

Their

participation in the goal setting leads them to have
high expectations of attaining their goals, and this
sense of efficacy is substantiated as the students
attain the goals they set for themselves. Schunk's
(1985) study included 30 sixth graders from two middle
schools. The studerits had previously been identified as
learning disabled in mathematics by the school
district.

None of the subjects had mastered

subtraction operations despite receiving
. instruction in earlier grades.

much

The study focused on

processes in which skills and self-efficacy were
initially low.

The resource teachers of the children

examined the subtraction skills test that was to be
administered and identified students whom they felt
could not solve more than 25% of the problems
correctly. A pretest was given to measure self-efficacy
for solving subtraction problems correctly.

During

treatment conditions, the children were randomly
assigned to three groups. During each session, one of
the groups of children was asked to decide how many
pages of math problems they thought they could complete
that day.

Subjects in this group were told to choose
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between 4 and 10 pages because in a pilot study it was
discovered that LD children may set unrealistic goals.
The second group of children was assigned goals.

The

subjects in this group were asked to complete 7 pages.
The third group of children had no goals.

All of the

groups received subtraction training during the
treatment conditions.
Schunk (1985) reports that· ANCOVA yielded a
significant difference between conditions, F(2, 26) =
4.96, p < .05. Post hoc analyses revealed that children
.who set their own goals judged self-efficacy higher
than those who were assigned goals (p < .05) and higher
than those subjects with no goals (p < .05).
(1985) also found a significant

Schunk

difference in

subtraction skills, F(2, 26) =4.10, p< .05. Post hoc
analyses revealed that the self-set subjects
demonstrated higher subtraction skills
subjects.

than the other

There was no difference in skill between the

assigned goals group and the group with no goals.
Schunk's (1985) study also showed that the subjects who
set their own goals held higher initial expectations
for goal attainment.

On this measure, the self-set and

assigned goals conditions differed significantly
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F(l,18)= 12.55, p < .01.

Schunk (1985) concluded that

the self-efficacy and skill development of learning
disabled children was enhanced by participation in goal
setting.
When students set their own goals, this often
leads to self-set goals that are more challenging to
attain than assigned goals, and goal difficulty
increases performance (Locke, et al., 1981).

Also, by

setting their own goals, children have a high degree of
goal commitment, which also increases performance.
Students are more likely to accept goals when they
themselves believe they can attain them (Mento,
Cartledge, & Locke, 1980).

Steers (1975) states that

this may be most beneficial to students who hold low
expectations for success and who are low in achievement
and in need for achievement.

Gaa (1973) suggests that

when there is participation in goal setting, more
active task engagement is promoted, and that goal
setting is easily implemented in schools.
Perceived self-efficacy can affect how long
someone will persist when they are faced with a
difficult task, their choice of activity, and how much
effort they put into the task (Bandura, 1977, Brown &
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Inouye, 1978, & Schunk, 1981).

People experience a

sense of satisfaction when they aim for and master
desired levels of performance (Locke, Cartledge, &
Knerr, 1970).

This satisfaction that is derived from

attaining goals can build intrinsic interest (Bandura &
Schunk, 1981).

Bandura and Schunk (1981), for example,

conducted a study in which children who. set their own
attainable subgoals progressed �apidl.y in self-directed
learning, heightened their perceived self-efficacy,
achieved substantial mastery of mathematical
operations, and increased their interest in activities
that had initially not interested them.
included 40 subjects
years.

The

The study

ranging in age from 7.3 to 10.1

sample was made up of 21 males and 19

females of predominantly middle clas� backgrounds.

The

subjects had been identified by thei� teachers as
having difficulties in mathematics and as having shown
a low interest in mathematics activities.

As

pretreatment measures, the subjects were administered a
mathematical performance test. Subjects also performed
a practice task designed to familiarize them with the
efficacy assessment format.
During treatment conditions, three groups of
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subjects were introduced to self-instructional
materials which were made up of pages of subtraction
problems at different levels, such as borrowing once or
borrowing caus�d by a zero, and explanations and
examples of each set of problems were given.

Subjects

were randomly divided into four groups, including two
treatment groups and two control groups.

In the

proximal goal treatment group, ·the children were asked
to consider setting themselves a goal of completing at
least six pages of the self-instructional material per
session.

The goal was only mentioned during the first

two sessions to prevent satiation. The distal goal
treatment group was asked to consider setting
themselves a goal of completing the entire 42 pages of
instructional items by the end of the seventh session.
The goals were suggestively mentioned, and not assigned
for two reasons:

a.)

Bandura and Schunk (1981)

designed the study to increase the children's self
involvement, and b.)

the level of personal

responsibility and commitment to goals is increased by
choice.

The third group of subjects were told to

complete as many pages of the self-instructional
material as possible as they went along.

This group
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provided a control for the effects of
instruction alone.

self-directed

The fourth group of children did

not take part in the self-directed instruction but were
administered all of the assessments in order to provide
a control for any effects of testing or other classroom
instruction.
The analysis of the data collected in the study.by
Bandura and Schunk (1981) displ�yed a highly
significant main effect of treatment, F(3, 36}=10.13, p
< .001, and a highly significant interaction between
treatment and· experimental phases, F{6, 72)= 5.96, p <
. 001. · The proximal goal treatment group increased
their perceived self-efficacy and showed an even
further increase after the performance posttest. This
group had the highest increase in performance as well.
The main effect of treatment was highly significant
F(3, 36)=12.80, p < .001, and the interaction between
treatment and experimental phases was highly
significant also, F(3,36)=12.55, p < .001.

The distal

goal treatment group showed a moderate increase in
•·

perceived self-efficacy and there was no significant
difference in the performance of the distal goal
treatment group and the group with no goals.

Bandura
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and Schunk (1981) also found that the children who set
proximal goals were more persistent after treatment
than before (+90%).

The children who set distal goals

(+22%) and the children with no goals (+39%) were·
somewhat more persistent, but the control group with no
intervention actually decreased their effort (-27%).
Intrinsic interest was determined by the number of
problems children chose to complete on their own.
Analysis of variance yielded a significant treatment
effect, F(3, 36)= 3.57, p < .05.

The children in the

proximal goal treatment group exceeded all other
groups, with 90% of the children developing arithmetic
skills under the free-choice conditions, and only about
40% of the children in the other groups doing so.

As

stated by Bandura and Schunk (1981), the results of
this study confirm that when children set proximal
goals for themselves, competence, self-efficacy, and
intrinsic interest are fostered.
Fewell (1984) points out that goal setting allows
students to make choices, direct their behavior,
control what happens, and feel some causality for what
happens.

Each of these elements described by
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Fewell (1984) is essential to intrinsic motivation of
students (Adelman, 1983; Deci, 1975; DeCharms, 1976).
The present study expands the previous work on
mathematics to focus on the use of goal setting to
improve the spelling skills of a group of students with
learning disabilities who have deficits in the area of
spelling.

It is hypothesized that if a g�oup of

students identified as having learning disabilities set
their own goals in order to achieve mastery of spelling
words that performance on weekly spelling tests will
increase.

In addition, the students' levels of

perceived competence,(i.e. how many words they attempt
and how many words they believe they will get correct)
are hypothesized to increase.

As a result, hopefully,

the intrinsic motivation of the students will be
enhanced.
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METHOD
Subjects
Subjects were 8 students from t�o self-contained
classes for students with learning disabilities.
Students ranged in age from 9 to 12 years. Two students
were. males and six were females.

All of the subjects

were identified as learning disabled according to the
school district's criteria which are based on
referral, eligibility requirements, observation, and
standardized test scores.

Consent was granted by the

principal of the school, the teachers of the .two
classes, and each of the subject's legal guardians (see
Appendix A).
Apparatus
The spelling words from the spelling curriculum
currently utilized in the classroom were used for the
study. The curriculum included three difficulty levels
of spelling.

Harter's Scale of Intrinsic Versus

Extrinsic Orientation in the Classroom

(see Appendix

B) was administered as a pretest and a posttest.

The

scale includes -five subscales, each with an intrinsic
pole and an extrinsic pole.

The subscales are:
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A.

Preference for Challenge vs. Preference for
Easy work assigned.

B.

Curiosity/Interest vs. Pleasing the
Teacher/Getting grades

C.

. Independent Mastery vs. Dependence on the .
Teacher

D.

Independent Judgement vs. Reliance on
Teacher's Judgement

E.

Internal Criteria vs. External Criteria

Each of the five subscales contains six items.
Within each subscale, three of the items are worded to
begin with the intrinsic orientation, and three begin
with the extrinsic orientation.

The manual gives

specific and verbatim instructions for administration.
Children have two decisions to make for eadh item.
First, they must decide which kind of child they are
most like, and then they decide to what degree they are
like that child.
Appendix B.

The scoring key is included in

A score of 4 designates the maximum

intrinsic orientation and a score of 1 designates the
maximum extrinsic orientation.

Mean scores for each
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subscale are obtained by adding the six item values for
each subscale and dividing by six.

The students'

profiles across the five dimensions were depicted by
the five mean scores.
Factorial validity

reveals that the five fadtors

which make up the five subscales are appropriate.

The

average loading for items on their designated factors
is between .46 and .53, and no items cross-load
systematical 1 y on other factors. ·
Reliability for each of the five subscales was
measured by using a reliability coefficient which
provides an index of internal consistency.
Reliabilities range from .78 to .84, .68 to .82, .70 to
.78, .72 to .81, and .75 to .83 for Challenge,
Independent Mastery, Curiosity, Judgement, and Criteria
subscales respectively.

The information on reliability

and validity was obtained from the test manual.
Procedure
Baseline. During the baseline peiiod, hew spelling
words were introduced each week by the researcher.

The

subjects were divided into three spelling levels, and
children at each level had a different set of words,
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just as they did before the study.

Activities (see

Appendix C) were assigned each day as follows:
Monday- Write a sentence using each word.
Tuesday- Fill in missing letters.
Wednesday- Write words 4 times each.
Thursday- Unscramble.
Friday - Orally administered test.
Each weekday, excluding Friday, the students
received their personal folders.

These contained the

.spelling list for the week, the assignment for the day,
and·previously completed and graded assignments.
Every Monday, new words were introduced.

Students

were instructed to look at and listen to ebch of their
words as they were read aloud and to repeat them
orally.

The activity for the day was found in the

front pocket of the folder and students were instructed
on the first Monday that they were to complete the
assignment found in the front pocket each day. The
·activity designated for Monday was completed after the
introduction of new word�
Every Tuesday, students received their folders and
were asked to look at their grade from the previous
day.

Then, each student was asked to read their
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spelling words aloud.

Students then completed the

activity designated for Tuesday.
Every Wednesday, students received their folders
and were asked to look at their grade from the previous
day, and then close the folders.

The researcher asked

a student to spell one of his or her words aloud. Then,
each student within the same level was asked
individually to repeat the spelling of that word.
Finally, the researcher asked, "What was the word?" and
.students were expected to say the word together.

This

was repeated with the words for each difficulty level.
·Then, students completed the activity designated for
Wednesday.
Every Thursday, students received their folders,
opened them to look at their previous grade and were ·
then asked to close the folders.

The .students were

asked to raise their hand if they could think of one of
their spelling words and then spell it aloud.

The

researcher called on each student to do this at least
five times.

Students were asked to spell a word from

their list that had not been spelled aloud by someone
else.

If students could not recall one of the words to

spell, the researcher gave that student a word from his
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or her list to spell aloud.

Then, students were asked

to complete Thursday's activity.
The students also took their lists out on
Thursdays in order to prepare for the test on Friday.
Students were instructed to take the list home to
study.

Each Friday, spelling tests were orally

administered to each level of students.

The Jcale of

Intrinsic Versus Extrinsic Motivation was group
administered to each class as a pretest during the
third week of baseline.
Intervention.

After three weeks of baseline, the

spelling test scores of each student were examined and
the student with the most stable baseline received the
intervention first.

Each student within each of the

three difficulty levels entered the intervention phase
at a different time as his or her baseline stabilized.
During intervention, students received their
folders containing the same contents as during
baseline. However, instead of one assignment for the
day in the front pocket of the folder, all of the
activities

for the week were presented simultaneously.

Also, a checklist sheet was included.

The students
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were asked to choose which of the activities they would
like to complete each day, and to place a check beside
their chosen activity on the checklist sheet. The
checklist sheet also included a space for goal setting.
Students were asked to write down the number of words
they would like to attempt on the week's test and how
many of those words· they believed they would get·
correct (see Appendix D).
Students were instructed to attempt at least five
words.

Students were also instructed to put a check

beside each word they would attempt on their spelling
list for the week. During intervention, each student
had an individualized list of words he or she had
chosen to attempt on the test.
During the test on Fridays during the intervention
phase, the administrator signaled students by pointing
to them when one of their words was called. Students in
the intervention phase took their spelling test along
with the other students at the same difficulty level
but only attempted a word when signaled to do so.
Measurement.

The percentage of correct words for

.each week for each student was recorded.

For subjects

experiencing treatment, the number of words they would
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attempt for the test each week and how many of those
words they thought they would get correct
(i. e.,perceived competence) were also recorded.
Daily grades were also given on the daily
activities.

Criteria for grading daily activities

included whether or not directions were followed
accurately, whether or not the word was spelled
correctly, and whether or not the correct answer was
given. If a studen-t was absent he or she completed the
assignment the next day along with the present day's
assignment. All of the students were administered the
posttest at the end of the ninth week of the study.
Experimental design
A multiple baseline across subjects design was
used.

The data collected were percentages of spelling

words correct on weekly tests for each student, the
number of words attempted by each student, and the
perceived competence of each student in the
intervention phase.

Scores on the Harter's Scale of

Intrinsic Versus -Extrinsic Motivation in the Classroom
were also compared.

The spelling performance of each

subject was graphed, and a t-test was used to compare
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spelling performance during the baseline and
intervention phases.

Average pretest and posttest

scores on each subscale of Harter's scale were also
co mpared using a t-test.
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RESULTS
Intrinsic Motivation Versus Extrinsic Motivation
Mean scores for the Challenge subscale of Harter's
Scale of Intrinsic Versus Extrinsic Orientation in the
Classroom ranged from 1 to 4 on the pretest and 2 to 4
on the posttest. Four of the subjects' scores
increased, two remained constant, and two decreased.
Mean scores for the Curiosity subscale ranged from 2.66
to 4 on the pretest and 2.5 to 4 on the posttest.

Two

scores increased, two remained constant, and three
decreased.

Mean scores on the Mastery subscale ranged

from 2 to 3.33 on the pretest and 2.5 to 4 on the
posttest.

Four scores increased, one remained

constant, and three decreased slightly. Mean scores on
the Judgement .scale ranged from 1.5 to 3.5 on the
pretest and 1.16 to 3.5 on the posttest. Two scores
increased, two remained constant, and 4 decreased.
Mean scores on the Criteria subscale ranged from 1 to 3
on the pretest and 1 to 3.8 on the posttest.

Two

scores increased, two remained constant, and four
decreased.

No statistically significant difference

between the pretest and posttest mean scores was found
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for any subscale of Harter's Intrinsic Versus Extrinsic
Orientation in the Classroom. Raw data for each of the
subscales can be found in Table 1.
Spelling Performance and Perceived Competence
Mean test score differences between baseline and
intervention phases were statistically significant,
(i. e., t (7) = -2.92, p< .05).

Figures 1-3 display

the graphed performance of each· student. Test grades,
daily grades, and averages for each subject are given
in Tabl� 2.

The lowest difficulty level (i. e., Level

1) includes "Tammy", "Warren",."Kathy", and "Kirk".
The next progressive difficulty level (i.e., Level 2)
includes "Amy" and "Nancy".

The highest level of

difficulty (i. e., Level 3) includes "Leigh" and
"Tara". The subjects in Levell were in a separate
classroom from those in Levels 2 and 3.
Perceived competence refers to the number of words
each subject believed they would spell correctly on the
test out of the number they were attempting.

Table 3

displays the number of words attempted and perceived
competence for all subjects.

Four subjects increased

the number of words they perceived they would spell
correctly by at least two words.

Also, subjects with
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the lowest level of ability (Level 1) attempted fewer
words.

The mean for perceived competence was··16.2 for

the higher level �lassroom, which included Levels 2 and
3.

The mean for perceive.d competence was. 5.3 for the

lower level classroom.
"Tammy" entered the intervention phase after four
weeks of baseline.

Her spelling performance increased

from 55% to 60% after only one week of intervention,
and then eventually increased to 100% by the ninth
week. Her average test score. was 49.3% during baseline
and 83.4% during intervention. "Tammy's" perceived
competence was that she would get 2 words correct out
of the 5 she attempted during the first week of.
intervention.

By the end of the intervention·phase,

"Tammy" believed that she wou.ld get al 1 of the words
she attempted correct.
"Warren" entered the intervention phase after six
weeks of baseline.
100% to 80%.

His baseline scores dropped from

After one week of intervention, his

performance returned to 100% and remained constant. His
average test score was 86.7% during baseline and 100%
during.intervention. "Warren" believed that he would
get all of the 5 words he attempted correct during the
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first two weeks of his intervention phase.

By the last

week of intervention, he attempted 6 words, and
believed he would get all of them correct.
"Kathy" entered the intervention phase after seven
weeks of baseline.

She had high test scores during

baseline and intervention phases, but there was a
slight increase during intervention.

Her average·test

score was 95.7% .during baselin� and 100% during
intervention. "Kathy" ·attempted 5 words and believed
she would get all of them correct during the first week
of intervention.

During the last week of intervention,

she attempted seven words and believed she -would get
all of them correct.
"Kirk's" intervention phase lasted only one week.
His average test score was 84.3% during baseline and
100% during intervention.

He attem�ted 5 words and·

believed he would get all of them correct.
"Amy" entered the intervention phase after three
weeks of baseline.

Her spelling performance and

perceived competence remained constant during baseline
and intervention phases.

"Amy" chose to complete her

tasks during intervention in the same order as
presented during baseline. She attempted all of the
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words on..her list and believed she would·get all of
them correct during every week of intervention.
"Nancy" entered the intervention phase after seven·
weeks of baseline.

Her performance increased

immediately afte.r only one week of intervention from
85%.to 100%.

"Nancy's" average test score was 89.6%

during basel·ine and 97.7% during intervention. She
attempted 15 words during the first week of
intervention and believed she would get 13 correct.

By

the last week of intervention, ·she attempted 21 words
and believed she would get all of them correct.
"Leigh" entered the intervention phase after four
weeks of baseline.

She had a high. 1 evel of spelling

performance during both baseline and intervention,
although during intervention her performance increased
slightly.

Her test score average was 96.3% during

·baseline and 99.2% during intervention.
attempted

"Leigh"

20 words during the first week of

intervention and believed she would get 19 correct.

By

the last week of intervention, she attempted 26 words
and believed she would get all of them correct.
"Tara"

entered the intervention phase after •six

weeks of baseline.

Her spelling performance increased
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immediately after one week of intervention from 88% to
100%.

"Tara's" average test score was 91.5% during

baseline and 100% during treatment.

She attempted 5

words during the first week of intervention and.
believed she would get all of tl;lem correct.

By the

last week of intervention, "Tara" attempted 21 words
and believed s�e would get all of them correct.
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DISCUSSION
Extrinsic and intrinsic motivation may be
personality traits which may change slowly over time in
individuals. If these can change, much more than nine
weeks of intervention time would probably be required.
In addition, small changes may not be detected with the
The differences

type of instrument used in this study.

that did take place as a result.of this study were
prim�rily behavioral changes such as increased spelling·
performance and an increased number of words attempted.
For example, the students seemed to enjoy the
intervention, and their on-task behavior seemed to
increase during.the intervention phase.

The students

also seemed more eager to view their previous grades
when.receiving their folders during intervention.
Although this behavior would appear to be extrinsically
oriented, some of the students also began asking the
researcher to call out "hard" words to spell during the
lessons which were not on their lists.

Thus, students

were more willing to seek a challenge.
During the study, the researcher remained
objective and tried not to increase extrinsic
motivation deliberately or directly.

For example, the
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researcher refrained from encouraging higher goal
setting and perceived competence.

If the researcher

had directly and deliberately encouraged students to do
their schoolwork for themselves instead of for the
teacher, there may have been more potential for change.
Another factor that could have increased the
potential for a change in the subscale scores involves
task selection. If the tasks st·udents.;
•.. ..were given to
. ; .-�:

choose from had been _greater in number and variety,
students may have felt that they had more of a choice.
They may have

felt that they were regulating their own

learning to a greater extent than possible with the
chosen intervention.

Also, the study may·have been

more successful if there had not. been the limitation of
using the spelling curriculum already in the school.
If students could have chosen words from the dictionary
or wor�s related to personal interests for their
spelling lists, they may have been more intrinsically
motivated to complete the tasks and succeed on the
tests.

If the lists were developed by the students

themselves, they may also have sought more challenging
words.
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With regard to spelling performance, a ceiling
effect influenced the results for several students.

If

spelling performance had been lower during baseline,
the students may have had more of an increase in
spelling performance during intervention.

For example,

"Kathy" scored 100% for three consecutive weeks before
experiencing intervention: therefore, it was impossible
for the intervention to.create a dramatic effect on her
performance.

The largest increase in performance. was

found with "Tammy", and. her performance during baseline
was quite low, as seen in Tables 1 and 2.
If more time had been allotted for the study, the
students may have exhibited a greater increase in
perceived comp�tence.

For example, "Tammy" increased

the number of words she believed she would get correct.
After mastering her goal, she believed she would get
1001 of her words attempted correct.

After

experiencing success a few times, "Tammy" may have
attempted more than 5 words.
Future studies may be more effective if the
intervention could be implemented for a longer period
of time.

Students should also be given more choices.
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A program involving more encouragement and a unit on
motivation, in addition to this intervention, may have
great potential for success. Furthermore, spelling may
not have been the best subject area for this
intervention.

A subject area that generally produces

more curiosity and less memorization may have been
better suited for the study.

Finally, future

researchers may wish to compare· spelling test scores
before baseline with scores during baseline and
intervention phases in order to select subjects whose
spelling performance was initially low.

Future studies

may also need to examine the effects of similar
interventions across subject areas throughout the
school day.
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Appendix A
Consent Forms
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)ear Farent,

Hello. My name is Tracy Osborne, and I am a graduate student at
�ongwood College majoring in special education.
Last year I did my
;tudent teaching at Eureka Elementary, and this year I am� substitrite
:eacher.
In order to complete a master's degree, I am required to
:omplete a research project.
The purpose of the study is to examine
vhether or not students will improve in spelling and/or become more
notivated if they are allowed to set their own goals and make choices
1bout their assignments. The study should last approximately ten weeks,
1nd the only subject involved is spelling.

{Principal), (teacher}, and (teacher} have agreed to allow students
Erom your child's class to participate in the study. There will be no
information presented in the study which will identify your child as a
subject, and you may withdraw your child from the study at any time if
�ou wish to do so.
I have spoken to the students. and they have been
tsked to decide w�ether or not they would like to partlcipate. I also
need you consent. If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at
(804) 395-4150. To give your consent; please read and sign the attached
foim and have your child return it to school--as soon as possible. An
extra copy of the consent form has been included for you to keep.
Thank you very much
Tracy Lee Osborne
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I, _____________, consent to allow my child to
participate in the research project entitled: The Effects
of Goal Setting and Task Selection on the Intrinsic
Motivation, Perce1ved Competence and Spelling Performance
on a Group of Students with Learning Disabilities.
I acknowledge that the purpose of this study, and
the expected duration of my child's participation ·have
been explained to me.
I acknowledge .that I have had the opportunity to
obtain additional information regarding this research
project, and that any questions I have raised have been
answered to my full satisfaction. Further, I understand
that my child's participation in this research is
voluntary, and I am free to withdraw my consent at any
time and to discontinue participation in this project
without prejudice. I understand that no information wil 1
be presented which will identify my child as a subject of
this study unless I give my permis•sion in writing.
I understand that if I have concerns or complaints
about my child's treatment in this study, I am encouraged
to contact the Office of Academic Affairs at Longwood
College at (804) 395-2010.
Finally, I acknowledge that I have read and fully
understand this consent form. · I sign it freely and
voluntarily. A copy has been given to me;
Date:

Signed: __________
(parent)
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I,
_______), consent to allow the students in my class to
>articipate in the research project entitled:
The Effects of Goal
iettinq and Task Selection on the Intrinsic Motivation, Perceived
:ompetence, and Spelling Performance on a Group of Students with
,earning Disabilities.

I acknowledge that the purpose of this study, the procedures to be
:allowed, and the expected duration of my participation have been
iescribed to me, as have alternative procedures, if such procedures are
tpplicable and available.

I acknowledge that I hav� had the opportunity to obtain additional
lnformation regarding this research project, and that any questions I
1ave raised have been answered to my full satisfaction.
Further, I
1nderstand that the participation in this r�search is voluntary, and I
3.m free to withdraw my consent at any time and to discontinue
I understand that no
Jarticipation in this project without prejudice.
information will be presented which will identify any students in my
:lass as the subjects of the study.

I understand that if I have concerns or complaints about the
3ubjects' treatment in this study, I am encouraged to contact the Office
Jf Academic Affairs at Longwood College at (804) 395-2010.

Finally, I acknowledge that I have read and fully understand this
:onsent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily. A copy has been given
to me.

Date:

Signed: ___________
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I, (principal), consent to allow the students of
Eureka Elementary School in (teacher)'s class and
(teacher)'s class to participate in the research
project entitled: The Effects of Goal Setting and Task
Selection on the Intrinsic Motivation, Perceived
Competence, and Spelling Performance on a Group of
Students with Learning Disabilities.
I acknowledge that the purpose of this study, the
procedures to be followed, and the expected duration of
my participation have been described to me, as have
alternative procedures, if such procedures are
applicable and available.
I acknowledge that I have had the opport'uni.ty to
obtain additional information regarding this research
project, and that any questions I have raised have been
answered to my full satisfaction. Further, I
understand that the participation in this research is
voluntary, and I am free to withdraw my consent at any
time and to discontinue participation in this project
without prejudice.
I understand that if I have concerns or complaints
about the subjects' treatment in this study, I am
encouraged to contact the Office of Academic Affairs at
Longwood College at (804) 395-2010.
Finally, I acknowledge that I have read and fully
understand this consent form. I sign it freely and
voluntarily. A copy has been given to me.

Date: _________

Signed: ____________
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Appendix B
Harter's Scale of Intrinsic Versus
Extrinsic Orientation in the Classroom
and Scoring Key

Harter's Scale of Intrinsic
Versus Extrinsic Orientation
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in the Classrooom
In the Classroom
Pupil's form

Name ______________

Age ____

Birthday (Month) ______ {D ay) _ ___
Boy or Girl {circle which)

_ ____ Teacher __________
Sample Questions
Really
True
for Me
{a)

(b)

,.
2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

Sort of
True
for Me

□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□

Sort of
True
for Me

BUT

Other kids would rather
watch T.V.

Some kids like hamburg•
ers better than hot does

BUT

Other kids· like hot doas
better than hamburaers.

Some kids like hard work
because its a challenge

BUT

Other kids prefer easy
work that they are sure.
they can do

BUT

Other kids would rather
try and figure it out by
themselves

Some kids work on problems to learn how to solve
them

BUT

Other kids work on problems because vou·re supposed t_o

Some kids almost always
think that what the
teacher says is OK.

BUT

Other k,ids sometimes
think their own ideas are
better

BUT

Other kids need to check
with the teacher to know
if they've made a mistake

BUT

Other kids don't like to
figure out difficult
problems

Some kids would rather
play outdoors in theu
spare time

When some kids don't
understand something
riaht away they want the
teacher to tell them the
answer

Some kids know when
they've made mistakes
without checking with the
teacher
Some kids like difficult
problems because thev
enjoy trying to figure them
out
Some kids do their schoolwork because the teacher
tells them to

BUT

,

Other kids do their school•
work to find out about
alot of thin1s they've been
wantin1 to know

Really
True
for Me

□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□. □
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Really

True
for Me
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

1-1.

1 S.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Sort of
True
for Me

Sort of
True

□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
for Me

When some kids make a
mistake they would rather
fi11ure out the ri&ht answer
by themselves
Some kids know whether
or not they·re doin11 well
in school without arades

BUT

Other kids would rather
aslc the teacher how to
11et the ri&ht answer

BUT

Other kids need .to have.
11rades to know how well
they are doina in school

Some kids aeree with the
teacher because thev
think the teacher is right
about most things

BUT

Some kids don't like
difficult schoolwork
because they have to work
too hard.
Some kids like to learn
things on their own that
interest them

BUT
BUT

Some kids read things because they are interested
in the subject

BUT

Some kids need to get
their report cards to tell
how they are doing in
school

BUT

If some kids gt't stuck on
a problem they ask the
teacher for help

BUT

Some kids like to ao on
to new work that's at a
more difficult level

BUT

Some kids think that what
the teacher thinks of their
work is the most impor•
tant thin;
Some kids ask questions
in class because they want
to learn new thinas
Some kids aren't really
sure if they've done well
on a test until they aet
their papers back with a
mark on it

Other kids do like difficult
schoolwork because they
like to figure things out.
Other kids think its better
to do thinas that the
teacher thinks they should
be learnina
Other kids read things because the teacher wants
them to
Other kids know for them•
selves how they are doing
even before they get their
report card
Other kids keep trying to
fieure out the problem on
their own
Other kids would rather
stick to the assignments
which are pretty easy to
do

BUT

For other kids what they
think of their work is the
mo�t important thing

BUT

Other kids ask questions
because they want the
teacher to notice them

BUT

..

Other kids don·t aeree
with the teacher sometimes and stick to their
own opi,:iion

Other kids pretty much
know how well they did
even before they get their
paper back

Rully
True
for Me

□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
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Really
True
for Me
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Sort of
True
for Me

□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
·□ □

Sort of
True
for Me
If a school subject is hard
to understand some kids
want the teacher to
explain it to them.

BUT

Other kids would first like
to try to understand it
themselves.

Some kids think they
should have a sav in what
work they do in school

BUT

Other kids think that the
teacher should decide
what work they shol;I� do:"•:'

Some kids like school subjects where its prettv easy
to just learn the answen

BUT

Other kids like those
school subjects that make
them think pretty hard
and figure things out

BUT

Other kids know if its
good or not before the
teacher tells them

BUT

Other kids would rather
ask the teacher how it
should be done

Some kids are curious and
find that a lot of things
they can learn in school
are really interesting.

BUT

Other kids are not very
curious about the things
they learn in school..

Some kids think its best if
thev decide when to work
on each school subject

BUT

Some kids aren't sure if
their work 1s really good
or not until the teacher
tells them
Some kids like to try to
figure out how to do
school assignments on
their own

Some kids know they
didn't do their best on an
assignment when they
turn it in
Some kids don't like difficult schoolwork because
they have to work too
hard

BUT

Other kids think that the
teacher is the best one to
decide when to work on
things
Other kids have to·wait til
the teacher grades it to
know that they didn't do
as well as they could ha ve

BUT

Other kids like difficult
schoolwork because they
find it more interesting

Some kids like to do their
schoolwork without help

BUT

Othe.r kids like to have
the teacher help them do
their schoolwork

Some kids do their
schoolwork because the
teacher tells them to.

BUT

Other kids do schoolwork
so they can lea m a lot of
interesting things.

� Sus.an Harter. Ph.D., University of Denver, 1988.

Really
True
for Me

□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
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___________________________,lil'lllll'l!(
__ m. 1111!11!-lli!ml:lllffl!!l!!l111'!'1________

Intrinsic Versus Extrinsic Orientation in the Classroom

SCORING KEY: 4 = most intrinsic, 1 = most extrinsic

Scores (4, 3, 2, or I) are in the box for each individual item.
Subscale designations are indicated under each item number coded in terms of the intrinsic pole:
PC: Preference for Challenge vs. Preference for Easy Work Assigned
O: Curiosity/Interest vs. Pleasing the Teacher, Getting Grades
IM: Independent Mastery \'S. Dependence on the Teacher
IJ: Independent Judgement vs. Reliance on the Teacher's Judgement
IC: Internal Criteria for Success/Failure vs. External Criteria

Sort or
True
for Me

Sort of
True
True
for Me for Me
Really

1.

(PC)

GJ 0

Some kids like hard work
because it's a chailenge

2.

GJ GJ

When some kids don't
understand something
right away they want the
teacher to tell them the
answer

3.
C
( O

GJ GJ·

Some kids work on problems to learn how to
solve them

4.

GJ 0

(l:\f}

(U)

5.

GJ 0

6.

GJ 0

7. .
(CI)

GJ 0

(JC)

(PC}

Some kids almost al ways
think that what the
teacher ways is O. K.
Some kids know when
they've made mistakes
without checking with the
teacher
Some kids like difficult
problems because they
enjoy trying to figure
them out

Really

True

for Me

BUT

Other kids prefer easy
work that they are sure
they can do

0 0

BUT

Other kids would rather
try and figure it out by
themselves

0 GJ

BUT

Other kids work on problems because you're supposed to

0 0

BUT

Other kids sometimes
think their own ideas are
better

BUT

Other kids need to check
with the teacher to know·
if they've made a mistake

0 0

BUT

Other kids don't like to
figure out difficult problems

0 0

Some kids do their schoolwork because the teacher BUT
tells them to

Other kids do their schoolwork to find out about
a lot of things they've
been wanting to know

GJ GJ

GJ .GJ
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True
-True
for Me for Me

8.

0 0

. 9.

0 0

(I�

(IC)

10.

(IJ)

11.
t?C)

12.
(IJ)

13.

{Cl)

14.

(IC)

15.
(l!\1)

Q

GJ

19.

Some kids agree with the
teacher because they
think the teacher is right
about most things

BUT
Bl.Ji'

0 0

Other kids don't agree
with the teacher sometimes and stick to their:
own opinion

BUT

0 0

Some kids like to learn
things on their o\\-n that
interest them

BUT

Other kids think it's better
to do things that the �eacher
thinks. they should be learning

0 0

Some kids read things because they are interested
in the subject

Bur

. Other kids read things because the teacher wants
them to

Some kids need to get
their report cards to tell
how they are doing in
school

BUT

If some kids get stuck on
a problem they ask the
teacher for help

BUT

GJ GJ
GJ GJ
GJ GJ

(IC)

Other kids need to have
grades to know how well
they are doing in school

GJ GJ

17.
QI)
18.

Some kids know whether
or not they're doing well
in school without grades

0 0

Other kids would rather
learn about as much as
they can

0 0

(CI)

Other kids would rather
ask the teacher how to
get the right answer

Some kids would rather
just learn what they have
to in school

16.

(PC)

When some kids make a
mistake they would rather Bur
figure out the right answer
by themselves

GJ 0

GJ GJ

Other kids know for themselves how they are doing
�ven before they get their
report card
Other kids keep trying to
figure out the problem on
their own

0 0
0 0

0 0
GJ 0
0 0
0 0
GJ 0

Some kids like to go on to
new work that's at a more Bur
difficult level

Other kids would rather
stick to the assignments
which are pretty easy to do

Some kids think that what
the teacher thinks of their
work is the most important thing

BUT

For other kids what they
think of their work is the
most important thing

0 0

BUT

Other kids ask questions
because they want the
teacher to notice them

GJ [iJ

Some kids ask questions
in class because they
want to learn new things
Some kids aren't really
sure if they've done well
on a test until they get
their papers back with a�
mark on it

Bur

Other kids pretty much
know how well they did
even before they get their
paper back

0 0

Really Sort or
True
True
for Me for Me
20.

(IM)

21.

(U)

22.

···(PC
)

23.

(IC)
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GJ 0

Some kids like the teacher
to help them plan what to BUT
do next

Other kids like to make
their O\\;n plans for what
to do next

0 0

GJ 0

Some kids think they
should have a say in what
work they do in school

Other kids think that the
teacher should decide
what work they should do

0 GJ

GJ 0

Some kids like school subjects where it's preny easy Bu'T
to just learn the answers

Other kids like those
school subjects that make
them think pretty hard
and figure things out

Some kids aren't sure if
their work is really good
or not until the teacher
tells them

BUT

Other kids know if ifs
good or not before the
teacher tells them

Q GJ

Bur

Other kids would rather
ask the teacher ·how it
· should be done

GJ GJ

GJ GJ

BUT

24.

GJ Q

25.

GJ Q

Some kids do extra projects so they can get
better grades

GJ 0

Some kids think it's best if
they decide when to work BUT
on each school subject

Other kids think that the
teacher is the best one to
decide when to work on
things

Some kids know they
didn't do their best on an
assignment when they
turn it in

Other kids have to wait
til the. teacher grades it to
know that they didn't do
as well as they could have

(IM)

(CI)

:!6.

(U)

27.

GJ 0

28.

GJ 0

29.

(IC)

(PC)

(IM)

30.

(CI )

Some kids .like to try to
figure out how to do
school assignments on
their own

BUT

BUT

Other kids do extra projects because they learn
about things that interest
them

0 GJ

GJ GJ

0 GJ
0 GJ

Some kids don't like difficult schoolwork because
BUT
they have to work too
hard

Other kids like difficult
schoolwork because they
find it more interesting

0 GJ

GJ 0

Some kids like to do their
schoolwork without help

BUT

Other kids like to have
the teacher help them do
their school work

0 GJ

GJ GJ

Some kids work really
hard to get good grades

BUT

Other kids work hard because they really like to
learn things

0 0

I
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Appendix C
Spelling Activities

Spelling Activities
lease write a sentence using each word.
double

country

I.

cousin

l.

touch

:>.

count

6.

flour

7.

round

8.

bought

9.

brought

10. thought
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although

2.

though

3.

rough

4.

enough

5.

row

.6.

slow

L7.

own

18.

bow

19.

how

20.

tower

NAME____

DATE'

______
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lease fill in the missing letter s.

The n, write the word.

to_e r

28.

bou_ht

2.

do_ble

29.

s_ow

3.

h_w

30.

enou-h

4.

co_ntry

31.

r_ugh

5.

b_w

32.

bo-

6.

cou in

33.

a_tho_gh

34.

ro nd

-n

7.
8.

to- ch

35.

ow_

9.

s ow

36.

thou_ht

10. c_unt

37.

tow_r

11. r_w

38.

c.oun_ry

12. f _our

39.

fl-ur

13. e_ough

40.

_noug_

-

14. r_und

15. b_ught
16. b_ought
17. tho_ght
18. a_though
19. th_ugh
20. rou_h
21. to_e r

I

I
l
J

22. dou_le
23. cou_try
24. co_ sin

25. tou_h

NAME,__________

26. co_nt

DATE,__________
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lease wri te each word 4 times each.
double
country

I •

cousin

:

touch

I

.

.
.

coun t

r•

round

I•

bought

L

brought

)

)

flour

LO. thought

ll. al though

12. though

13. rough

14. enough

15. row
16. slow
17.. own
18. bow

19. how
20. tower
NAME__________

DATE__________
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'lease fill in the missing letters.

Then, write the word.

wetor

28.

guthbo

I

.
'.

buldoe

29.

lows

I

owh

30.

genouh

I.

yrtounc

31.

goruh

)

obw

32.

wob

.
,.

sinouc

33.

thoughal

won

34.

nourd

L

utoch

35.

nwo

L

whos

36.

houghtt

LO. tuonc

37.

rewqt

Ll. wro

38.

rycount

L2. oulfr

39.

ruflo

L3. hougth

40.

hgouen

'

..

)

14. dnour
15. gouhbt

16. roughbt
17. thgouth

18. hgoualht
19. ghouth
20. ghour
21. werto
22. boudle
i3. nocutry

24. niscou
25. chotu
26. nutco

NAME
DATE
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Appendix D
Checklist Sheet

setting

IS

to

words.
I will eel

correct!'

sentences
fill 1n missing letters
write 4 times each��;:.,·

unscramble

'• '•

•,

,,

',

'• ,,

',

,.

66
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Appendix E
Figures 1-3
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Figure 2

Graph of Spelling Performance Data
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Figure 3

Graph of Spelling Performance
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Appendix F
Tables 1-3
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Am'/
Meelc

1

Monday

2
3

4

5
6

7
8
9

Tuesday
95.0
88.3
95.3
85.0
80.0
90.0
100.0 .
98.0
95.0

Meelc

1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

Monday

90.0
93.0
97.7
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100.0
100.0
100.0
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Friday
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85.0
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85.0 Avg. Delly Grade (baseline)
85.9 Avg. Daily Grade (treatment)

Avg. Test Score (baseline)
Avg. Test Score (treatment)
Nancy

100.0
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95.0
97.0
95.0
98.0
97.5
100.0
100.0

Tuesday

Avg. Test Score (baseline)
Avg. Test Score (treatment)

Level 2

97.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
92.5
100.0
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100.0
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Thursday
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100.0
100.0
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Avg. Test Score (baseline)
Avg. Test Score (treatment)
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95.6
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Wednesday
Thursday
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100.0
100.0
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100.0
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100.0
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100.0
100.0
100.0
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100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
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100.0
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